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Abstract 
Modeling the regime of long run exchange rate and capital account interven-
tion, or dynamic currency intervention (DCI), widely adopted by emerging 
economies, is of great importance to international economists. This paper de-
velops a new dynamic general equilibrium model to probe the key mechanism 
of a DCI regime. We show clear drawbacks of models investigating the two 
crucial features of DCI separately. On one side, the fast capital market ad-
justment assumption in existing exchange rate intervention models may not 
be true for a long run capital market intervention economy. On the other side, 
the monetary neutrality treatment in long run capital control models can be 
violated in a strict exchange rate intervention country. Having addressed both 
issues, the new model in this paper provides an important reference to study 
the key mechanism of a DCI economy comprehensively. 
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1. Introduction 

Modeling dynamic currency intervention (DCI) regime widely adopted by 
emerging economies, especially China, has posed great challenge to international 
economists. Existing models on DCI usually examine its two core features, ex-
change rate intervention and capital market controls, separately. For example, 
Edwards and Vegh [1], Drazen [2], Flood and Jeanne [3], Lahiri and Vegh [4] 
scrutinize the implications of exchange rate intervention on short-run monetary 
policies; while Prasad et al. [5]; Mendoza et al. [6], Song et al. [7]; Gourinchas 
and Jeanne [8] investigate the impacts of capital market controls on long-term 
capital misallocation and global imbalance issues. In comparison, few researches 
have scrutinized the combined effects of these two features. 
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This paper fills this gap by developing a concise dynamic general equilibrium 
model that incorporates both features of DCI. We postulate that capital markets 
may adjust slower than commodity markets in DCI countries due to fast global 
commodity market integration and slow domestic financial market liberaliza-
tion. This property is different from the short-run exchange rate intervention 
models, which generally adopt the fast capital market adjustment assumption of 
liberalized financial market models [9]. Based on the new model, we further in-
vestigate the implications of DCI policy on the neutrality of money. We find that 
international monetary neutrality can be violated if certain strict conditions are 
not satisfied. This result imposes a limitation on long-term current market con-
trol models, which explicitly or implicitly assume “money is neutral” in the long 
run. 

In general, the model can serve as an important reference to study the key 
mechanism of a DCI regime comprehensively. Nonetheless, it worth noting that 
given the simple nature of the model, it cannot describe detailed interactions 
among different sectors. To achieve these tasks, it should be extended to more 
delicate models, such as multi-country linkage models and dynamic stochastic 
general equilibrium models. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. First, we develop the benchmark 
DCI model in Section 2. Then we derive its solutions and the associated interna-
tional monetary stability/neutrality condition in Section 3. Finally, we conclude 
the paper in Section 4. 

2. The Model 

Without loss of generality, assume that a multi-period global economy consists 
of only two countries, a DCI country and an international currency issuer, vi-
vidly named as China and US respectively. The initial commodity price level in 
China is normalized to unity but can be adjusted over time. The economy of US 
is relatively stable, where the price is fixed at an exogenous level. The nominal 
exchange rate is sustained by the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) at 1 unit of 
Chinese currency (RMB)equating ε  units of US currency (USD).  

2.1. Current Account (CA) Function 

Assuming that the ratio of the real CA to real output is determined by two fac-
tors: China-US commodity market integration level and exchange misalignment 
rate, we have 

( )1 o
t t tS P Yθ ε ε= − ,                     (1) 

where tS  and tY  denote USD-valued CA and real output in China respective-
ly; tP  denotes the commodity price level in China at time t with 0P  being 
normalized to unity ( )0 1 ;  0P θ= >  characterizes the commodity market inte-
gration level between China and US; oε  is the balanced real exchange rate, i.e., 
1RMB USDoε= , using t = 0 as the base time. In particular, as θ  and oε  are 
mainly determined by structural statuses which usually change sluggishly com-
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pared with tS  and tY , we assume they are constants in the benchmark model. 

2.2. Commodity Price Function 

Due to strict capital controls by PBoC, the asset markets are greatly distorted in 
China. For example, numerous signs have revealed that many heavy industries 
in China, such as chemical and steel industries, were severely overinvested. 
Nonetheless, the excess supply of commodity in China can still be easily digested 
by the swift credit expansion in US as the China-US commodity market is well 
integrated and the US financial market is fully developed. Thus, different from 
the sluggish commodity market adjustment assumption in current exchange rate 
intervention models, this paper assumes that the quantity theory of money holds 
perfectly in China, and define the commodity price as follows: 

t t tP M v Y= ,                        (2) 

where tM  and v are supply and velocity of money respectively. As velocity of 
money is generally more stationary than price levels in reality, we also treat it as 
a constant in the benchmark model.  

2.3. Real Output Function 

From tangible goods perspective, slow capital market adjustment can also be 
mirrored by stable output growth: as asset markets adjust slowly, the output 
growth in China generally follows a momentum. Thus we define the real output 
function in China as follows: 

t tY gY= ,                          (3) 

where g is the spot growth rate of the real output. In particular, we assume g is a 
constant in the benchmark model to reflect its inertial motion. 

2.4. Money Supply Function 

We assume money supply in China consists of two components: (1) government 
funds, which are used to purchase state assets, e.g., treasury bonds; and (2) FX 
funds, which are used to purchase CA from the public. The growth rate of mon-
ey supply, tM , accordingly, can be expressed as: 

t t tM M Sρ ε= + ,                      (4) 

where tS ε  is the RMB-valued CA at time t; ρ  is the exogenous monetary 
growth rate which reflects PBoC’s incentive in holding state assets: all else equal, 
a larger ρ  associates with an higher state credit or looser fiscal budget con-
straint, and vice versa. 

2.5. Remarks 

Equation system (1) to (4) can be used as a fundamental model to investigate the 
key mechanism of a typical DCI regime. Firstly, the CA equation links global 
imbalance with real exchange change rate misalignment and commodity market 
development. Secondly, the commodity price equation reflects the property of 
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slow domestic financial market liberalization compared with fast global com-
modity market integration. Thirdly, the real output growth equation also mir-
rors the distorted domestic capital market but from a conjugate perspective. Fi-
nally, the money supply equation, addresses macroeconomic policy interven-
tions, both monetarily and fiscally, in domestic economy.  

3. Solutions to DCI Model and International Monetary  
Stability/Neutrality Condition 

The neutrality of money is a crucial assumption on long run capital control 
models. Although this property may be true in single economy, it may not hold 
well in international markets where multiple countries’ monetary policies inte-
ract with each other through FX markets. We now explore the associated inter-
national monetary neutrality condition with the model. 

3.1. Solutions to DCI Model 

Combining (1), (2) and (4), we have 

( )o
t t tM v M Yρ θ ε θ ε= − +                   (5) 

which can further form the following matrix exponential function with (3): 

,tu Au=                           (6) 

where t
t

t

Y
u

M
 

≡  
 

 is a variable vector and 
0

o

g
A

vθ ε ρ θ ε
 

≡  − 
 is a 2 2×  

square matrix, whose two eigenvalues are 1 2, og vλ λ ρ θ ε= = −  respectively. 

Expressing the solution to (6) as ( )0 exptu u At=  and applying matrix Taylor 
series expansion on it, we can solve the DCI model as Table 1. 

3.2. International Monetary Stability/Neutrality Condition 

To avoid excessive RMB-USD exchange rate misalignment and guarantee the 
stability of the international monetary system, the Chinese commodity price 
should not grow or decay indefinitely. From Table 1, we can see that this condi-
tion can only be satisfied if 2 1 0.λ λ− <  Thus we have the following interna-
tional monetary stability condition: 

 
Table 1. Solutions to DCI model. 

 (i) 1 2
og vλ λ ρ θ ε= ≠ = −  (ii) 1 2 gλ λ= =  

CA ( ) ( )0 3 1 4 2exp exptS Y k t k tθ λ λ= +    ( ) ( )1 exp .o o
tS t gtθ ε ε θ ε= − −

 
Price ( )1 2 2 1exptP k v k v tλ λ= + −    

1tP tθ ε= +  

Output ( )0 1exptY Y tλ=  ( )0 exptY Y gt=  

Money Supply ( ) ( )1 0 1 2 0 2exp exptM k Y t k Y tλ λ= +  ( ) ( )01 exp .tM t Y gt vθ ε= +  

Note: Here 1
1 2 1 3 4 3

1 2 1 2

, , , 1 .ogk k v k k k kθ ε ρ ε ε
λ λ λ λ

− −
= = − = = − −

− −
 , ,v gθ  and ρ  are commodity mar- 

ket integration level, velocity of money, output growth rate and exogenous expansionary rate respec-
tively. 
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.og vρ θ ε− <                        (7) 

Prices in other schemes ( 2 1 0λ λ− >  and 2 1 0λ λ− = ) would all grow indefi-
nitely. 

From (7), we can see that high economic growth rate (g), commodity and fi-
nancial market development levels (θ  and v) would loosen the inequality, while 
low exogenous expansionary rate ( )ρ  would tighten it, we have the following 
proposition: 

Proposition: A country with slow economic growth, underdeveloped com-
modity and financial markets and excessive expansionary rate cannot sustain 
DCI persistently. 

Moreover, from Table 1, we can also see that nominal values, such as com-
modity price tP  and nominal exchange rate ,ε  generally has no impacts on 
the long run real values under (7). For example, Figure 1 shows that both long 
run inflation rate gap between China and US and long run CA-to-output ratio 
are mainly determined by the structural factors g and ρ  (rho). In comparison, 
the nominal exchange rate level (e) exerts little influence. In this sense, (7) also 
refers to the international monetary neutrality condition.  

In other words, although the monetary neutrality generally holds well in a 
single country, it may not be true in international economy where some key 
countries intervene their exchange rate and capital markets heavily. To achieve 
this property, DCI countries are required to conduct relatively weak infla-
tion/monetary controls on one hand and satisfy certain macroeconomic struc-
tural condition(s) on the other. Failing to meet either requirement may substan-
tially distort the international monetary system. Indubitably, this result would 

 

 
Note: Results are based on solutions in Table 1. Also, without loss of generality, we assume , ,oε θ  and v 
are equal to one in the simulation. 

Figure 1. Inflation rates and CA-output ratios under different exchange rates. 
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inevitably impair the effectiveness of current long-term current account control 
models, which explicitly or implicitly in her it the monetary neutrality assump-
tion. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

We have developed a new dynamic general equilibrium model to investigate the 
key mechanism of a DCI regime with two core features: long run exchange rate 
intervention and capital control. We point out that different from standard ex-
change rate intervention models with fast financial market adjustment assump-
tion, financial markets in DCI countries with strict capital controls may adjust 
slower than commodity markets. Following this idea, we assume that quantity 
theory of money holds perfectly, and real output growth is stable in our model. 

Based on the model, we further investigate the implications of DCI on inter-
national monetary neutrality. Although this property has been widely adopted in 
current long run capital control models, we show that it can be easily violated in 
reality. Thus these models have clear limitations in studying the key functioning 
of a DCI economy. 

Given the concise nature of the model, we only describe the fundamental in-
teractions among key macroeconomic sectors. However, as a pioneer research 
investigates the two core features of DCI comprehensively, the paper provides 
useful reference to both theoretical and empirical studies. From theoretical 
perspective, it can be a benchmark framework for more complicated DCI mo- 
dels, such as stochastic and multi-country general equilibrium models. From 
empirical perspective, it can be used as an important guidance for related em-
pirical analysis, such as econometric modelling and economic puzzle interpreta-
tion. 
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